
Uniform Return Area Coordinator Job Description

REAL SOCCER CLUB VOLUNTEERING

UNIFORM RETURN AREA COORDINATOR POSITION

Key Notes and Process
Welcome to a new soccer season! Getting things ready early is fundamental to make sure we will start 
the season greatly! Our club wants to serve our community in ways beyond any club does and 
providing free loan pro quality uniforms to our families is one way to show we care about the families 
in our club. So if you end up signing up, thanks in advance for your contribution in this important 
process!

There will be three  “Uniform Return Area Coordinator” positions, one for each of the locations we 
have at the moment of publishing this information: Boise, Meridian and Middleton. Since we added 
Real Caldwell in Spring 2021, we will have also a Uniform Return Area Coordinator position for 
Caldwell starting in Fall 2021. The job at a glance is to collect our beautiful loaned uniforms from 
families not returning to play this Spring. These volunteers will report to the Club's Academy Uniform 
Manager (Kristin Robinson).

(1) GETTING STARTED

- Uniform Return Sheet 

The Uniform Manager will send you a uniforms' return master sheet containing families who played 
the previous season but who have not registered for the present season. The sheet will be sent to you 
without parents contact info. You should please still keep it confidential.  

You will use this sheet to record who returns uniforms which in turn helps us to update the gotsoccer 
database so we do not bother people who have returned them. It is imperative you to please keep this 
sheet as well as all uniforms returned secure as it will create massive disruption in our process should 
they get lost.

The spread sheet is sorted by location, then it is sorted by alphabetical order.  Note that parents can 
drop uniforms in any location so you will have to be ready to find someone the sheet in a different
page than the one(s) for the location you are covering. You will see the columns headers and 
important sections highlighted. 

- Schedule

The Uniform Manager will also get you a schedule for the 2 days you will work on your location. 
Generally will be two 30 minutes slots on 2 different days within the same week or two.
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(2) COLLECT UNIFORMS AND PARENTS SIGNATURES. Please double check parents are 
turning the stuff for all their kids.

Have a parent sign in their corresponding row box when they return their uniforms. Make sure all 
pieces are returned: 2 jerseys (yellow & stripes) and 1 pair of black shorts.

(3) COLLECT COACH'S KIT AND SIGNATURES. If a parent was also a coach, when they return 
their kids stuff they should also return their coaches kit so please have them sign in second column (it 
is clearly marked). The coaches kit consists of a training shirt and a pair of shorts.

(4) WHAT ABOUT THOSE WHO BOUGHT A HOME KIT? The last column indicates if the 
family bought the home kit (yellow jersey, black shorts). In that case they only have to return the visitor
jersey, that is, return the stripes jersey (the one with sponsors logos). NOTE: the visitor kit (stripes) has 
not ever been for sale before, just in case someone says they also bought it. It is not possible.

(5) DO NOT ACCEPT SOCKS. No socks need to be returned. Families bought them.

(6) RETURN SIGNED SHEETS TO MANAGER. Please email your sheet with signatures the very 
day you worked to the uniform manager so we can update the GOTSOCCER database. We set a 
PURPLE FLAG for those who returned uniforms. This helps us to follow up with, or eventually 
charge, those who did not return them on the multiple opportunities given.

(7) SORT UNIFORMS. You will go through all returned uniforms and sort each piece by size. One 
bag for all  X-Small size pieces, one bag for all Small size pieces and so on. You can do this as you are 
receiving them, if is not too busy, but is critical it is done right.

(8) BRING SORTED UNIFORMS TO UNIFORM MANAGER 

Please bring all sorted uniforms to Kristin Robinson's house. It is essential you do this ASAP so she can
prepare uniforms and be ready to distribute on the advertised days. She will give you your address and 
perhaps arrange a time. She lives in Boise (Lake Hazel and Five Mile).

COMPENSATION

This is a volunteer position and will fulfill your 2 hours season commitment. However, our goal is to 
retain uniform area coordinators from season to season so if in addition to this job you would also want
to be involved in the distribution job (description to be send separately), we can offer an stipend as 
follows:

Again, you would have to also sign up as a “Uniform Area Distributor” volunteer (a person who 
hands uniforms to new players sometime before the first game) and you will get $60 once both jobs 
(Uniform Returns and Uniform Distributions) are completed to the Uniform Manager's satisfaction. 
Again, we will send out the job description for a distributor separately.

We really appreciate your efforts and involvement. Thank you again for volunteering, please let us 
know if you have any questions! 

Vamos Real!

Kristin Robinson (Uniform Manager)  & Juanjo Carmona (Club Manager)

Real Soccer Club Rev Feb 10, 2021
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